
Kyle Turner 

 

The halls of Hayes High were recently painted blue. They still smelled stale and unwashed, not 
even the smell of paint could change that. These walls are the backdrop as I mumble through my 
schooldays here, muttering somethings and reading nothings and watching all the girls strut past 
me and the guys they’re with, all giddy and sexed-up. The walls see all this and say nothing. I 
write it all down. 

Everyday, on the way to third period, I walk with Bryan Macointer, my best friend since the 6th 
grade when he told me a vagina felt like the inside of a runny nose. He’s been crazy about women 
since. 

“You see Heather today?” He asks. 

“Burlington?” 

“Yeah, what’d you think” 

“I don’t know man, I guess she looked alright.” 

“Alright?” 

“Yeah, you know, she looks too young. Like real innocent, ya know?” 

“Innocent? Ralph told me she’s an absolute freak, said she’d get all over anyone that asked her 
out.” 

“Yeah. I don’t know. Her boobs are a bit odd too,” I say, 

“Odd? Boobs can’t be odd, Cam.” 

“Sure they can. Boobs can be anything. They’re a triflingly spurious sort.” 

“Triflingly spurious,” he repeats. “What’re you some fucking Shakespeare?” 

Only someone as unread as Bryan could attribute “triflingly spurious” to Shakespeare. It’s not like 
I said that boobs are subject to the slings and arrows of outrageous fortune, or anything like that. 

“So, what’re you gonna do ‘bout it Bry?” 

“Think I’m gonna ask her out after school tomorrow. Go buy some roses later this afternoon, 
maybe write her a note or something, tell her she’s beautiful,” he says, taking his hands and 
actively miming them around an imaginary and exaggeratedly curved body. 

“Tell her how you really feel, right.” 



 He laughs. “Imagine if I did that. My god. ‘Dear Heather, my buddy said you’re willing to do 
anything I ask for. Go out with me long enough to get lied to and sexually manipulated. With 
love, Bryan.  

He’s got me laughing, as he usually does, although maybe more because we both know that he’d 
never dare to even speak to Heather, even with the politest demeanor. That if he did, she’d look 
puzzledly at him and wonder if he’d always gone to high school with her. 

Had our conversation ended there today would have carried on like any other idle high school 
Tuesday. I would have gotten my 5th period hard-on and pressed my notebook against it after the 
bell rang and would’ve gotten to lunch after that and Bryan would’ve asked me if I’d seen Terri 
Pritzker yet and I’d say of course I had. “That ass is a fucking billboard,” he’d say, “watch it when 
you go by but can’t touch it.”  

But, as we turn the corner Bryan stops his steps.  

“Holy shit, Cam. Can’t believe I forgot this,” he says, turning to look at me as I stop a few feet 
past him. Behind Bryan, a locker is opened and my eyes focus on it. There’s a track jacket 
hanging up with a few books below it. Taped to the inside of the locker’s swung-open door is a 
picture of pear, painted in tie-dyed splatter. Over it, text says, “be more colorful than your pears”. 

“Spit it, Bryan.” 

“Kyle Turner. He’s coming back.” 

My eyeballs begin to widen like wings, my swinging arms stop still as swords. “Coming back? 
Coming back here?” 

“Yeah. Tomorrow I heard. Ralph told me he heard from Phil Cromwell. Guess him and the rest 
of those football freaks are throwing some party for him before school.” 

“Well, that’s news,” I say. 

“That’s news,” he repeats. “What do you mean that’s news? Cam, you gotta be shitting your pants 
right now.” 

Kyle Turner had been my muse for the first few years of high school. He had also been my body’s 
waking nightmare. It’s a discrepancy few knew about, and to really understand one would have 
to know about my most ardent aspirations. 

I want to be a writer. I always fathomed something like ten or fifteen novels, a real serial writer. 
One bestseller and a bunch of cult stuff, the ones that all the fans say they like best and the 
nonfans don’t know about. Mr. Virenkee, my freshman year English teacher, told us there were 
three things any good writing needed: vocabulary, voice and virtue. I guess he got hard for V’s. 

So, that year I started making lists of everything. I had a notebook for colors. Pages upon pages 
of everything red I could think of, everything I could use later in fiction. Populations of shades of 
blues and greens and even an expansive list of blue-greens. I had legions of metaphors, pages that 



started with “It makes me want to puke like” with every gag-inducing spectacle I thought of. I 
had Bryan to thank for some, and though he doesn’t know it, he’s filled pages of notebooks.  

Strictly by logic, writing fiction and poetry is the same as mathematics. There are a finite number 
of words crossed with limiting grammar principles. Except for the small addition of words that 
come yearly, the number of groupings is fixed. And like any algebraic equation, there is a 
definable right answer. Necessarily, then, there are phrases, like numbers, that are closer to that 
answer. A burgeoning stack of filled notebooks is the beginning to closing in on that right 
answer. 

I had the components of my writing machine. The wires of robotic fiction at my fingertips. What 
I didn’t have was virtue. And, like Virenkee told us, one cannot have virtue without adversity. It is 
the necessary cause.  

So, I spent a whole year trying to find it. 

I thought about running away, but considered how cold I’d be in the winter. I tried hard drugs, 
but can’t even smoke pot without thinking the earth is moving too fast to stand up. For two 
weeks I choked myself when I masturbated, but it was too distracting. I attempted my first 
hunger strike and then my mom cooked bacon and that was that. Once, I even sharpened a blade 
to cut myself but passed out before I could just thinking of blood oozing out so slow and warm. 
My mom woke me up hours later and I told her I was working on an art project.  

(Two weeks after that, when she asked to see the final piece, I frantically cut open two boxes, tied 
them together with intertwining red and white string and called it “Robot Shoe” (artists have it 
so easy). She told me she loved it and it still sits on our living room piano, waiting for visitors to 
come by and wonder if my mother let me eat my own Crayola’s)  

In a town like Delaware, Ohio, adversity is considered taboo. The suburban comforts and the 
well-mowed grass, a bell-towered city hall, buckets from social gatherings filled with charity, the 
town was an amalgamation of anything normal.  

In the literary world, being a straight, white kid from a town like Delaware is like starting four 
miles back in a 40-yard dash. 

“Dude,” Bryan had said, “put nails in your ass. I hear people do that now. We can film it and put it 
on youtube and at least if you don’t make it as a writer you can be a viral superstar.” I’m not sure 
he ever really got what I was looking for.  

It seemed I was problem-proof. I had my angst for sure, but that was just hormones, and being 
the angstiest teenager is like having the best grave in the yard. 

Not that anyone was helping. My parents had just renewed their vows. My sister Elisa had gone 
full-ride to Amherst and my other sister looked to be on the same path. No dark family secrets, no 
estranged relatives, not even one goddamn alcoholic aunt or uncle. There wasn’t a manic-
depressive for miles from my family tree. Holiday parties played out like a sitcom cancelled before 
it aired. 



And then something wonderful happened. Kyle Turner started kicking my ass. Started punching 
my ribs back toward my spine, flattening me like railroad tracks. Acted like my chest was a gong, 
his fist a mallet and he’d been commissioned by President Obama to wake the heavy sleepers of 
west Seattle.   

He kicked my ass for two years; made it his extracurricular activity and I made it mine. Told my 
parents I joined an afterschool intramural rugby team to explain the bruises. Bryan saw the 
bruises too, and once had apparently seen the ordeal from afar. He’d known what was going on 
but did nothing. But who’d want to get in the middle of that? And it really wasn’t a please-come-
bail-me-out situation anyway. I’d leave school and go read and sit on this perfectly bent bench 
outside the school and he’d come up and call me a faggot and ask me what I was reading, “that 
faggoting for dummies?” Then humiliate my body —his willing punching bag. He never said a 
word while he hit me, just kept his chest puffed-out like overbaked bread and beat to the chorus 
of my moans. 

It wasn’t everyday. But it may as well have been. 

And I’d emerge proud. I’d wait on the ground for minutes and I’d think of characters for fiction 
and lines for poetry. I’d contemplate the world the way a poet should as I ached and cried. I was 
made the scum of Kyle’s world and it felt better than anything. Better than what I’ve imagined 
sex to be. Better than anything I’ve tasted or touched. Each bruise I held was pages of substance, 
every scratch a sonnet of subtle beautiful pain. Yes, I was the enthusiastic phoenix rising from the 
pavement of Roosevelt B. Hayes High School. The bird that needed the cage to sing. 

And I smiled and sometimes spit blood through it and I ached and throbbed with pain and 
genius simultaneously, and it all made me so goddamn happy and made me feel like just by being 
beaten I had achieved everything I had looked for. For some time it felt as if I’d been born for that 
struggle. 

My stories had reason, my characters their substance. They were like me, pushed down and 
beaten; and Kyle clued me in to what that felt like it. I knew their pain in such a perfect and 
sympathetic reality that I could translate with brilliance and accuracy. I could project it on them 
like a phantasmagoria on a blank wall. 

I never found out why Kyle did what he did or why he had chosen me. It wasn’t really the 
question you ask a kid like Kyle. It’d be assuming he could logically connect desire and execution 
on anything that didn’t involve a football. And it really never mattered. 

What mattered now, though, was this surprise return. Kyle left in a hurry near the end of last 
year. Something with steroids and some strange sounding amphetamines. His family kept the 
whole thing pretty hush-hush. 

“Son,” my father had asked me the next day, “did you hear about that Turner boy? It’s going to be 
a real shame for your football team next season.” 

“Yeah. It’s a real shame for everyone. He’s really an important guy.” 



My sister, being the leader of the freshman cheerleading team, seemed deflated the next week. 
“All those older girls are just so sad he’s gone,” she said. “It just seems so pointless without Kyle 
Turner. Besides, who’s going to flex for Muscle Match?” 

The Muscle Match was the premier part of Hayes Days, the end-of-the-school-year fest the 
school put on to raise money for itself and its clubs. The football team had front and center in 
pictures and occupied the whole gym. Kyle was billed as Top Muscle, awarding him the unique 
opportunity to strip down with the support of the school system. That year, when Mason 
Billingsley stripped he had “We Miss You K.T.” written across his chest. People clapped like 
they’d witnessed the resurrection of St. Peter. 

The next day, the papers said the team had raised over $35,000. There was a giant picture of 
Mason and under the caption read, “Town steps up donations after star player leaves.” 

That star player knocked two of my teeth out his last day of school. I think he wanted to be 
remembered. 

When I see Bryan at lunch today there is no mention of Terri Pritzker or her billboard ass. He’s 
buzzing about Kyle and from the fragments of overheard conversation so is everyone else. The 
cafeteria is wildly animated. It’s loud and obnoxious but easily ignorable. The walls are painted in 
muted gold turning yellow and behind the serving counter the oil in the deep fryers pulsates like 
blood escaping a carved open heart. 

“Shitting your pants yet? I bet it looks like former Soviet Union colored missiles down there right 
now. You’re probably shitting so bad you’ll need diapers. Pampers? Or, uh, what’re those adult 
diapers called.” 

“Depends,” I say. 

“Depends on what?”  

I tell him the truth and call him an idiot, but what I don’t tell is that my bowels are at perfect ease. 
My stomach isn’t turning over. Not a butterfly to be found. And although I know that soon my 
ribs’ll be cracked like morning eggs, I’m in a state of anticipation. I think about the possibility of 
pages filled and smile furtively.  

“You think there are any sick nuts out there that buy used diapers,” Bryan says, still on the subject. 
“And who would sell them? Imagine talking to someone, asking them what they do for a living 
and they answer ‘glad you asked, I sell used diapers on an open-bidding internet forum.’ Think 
you’d shake that guys hand?” 

It’s not that I hadn’t been writing since Hayes High went Turner-less. I had plenty. My 
notebooks grew everyday. And some of it may have been good, parts maybe even great, but it felt 
horribly hollow. Like fallow land I’d let lay but couldn’t harvest. It all seemed too easy in my 
screaming non-problematic world. Mr. Virenkee told us that a happy family has no history, 
nothing to make their story worthwhile and that’s how I’ve felt these last months; history-less and 
happy – and it frustrated me like hell. 



Without Kyle I had nothing coming. Nothing to fill any characters with and all those words I 
jotted in between equation lines in trig class seemed so fucking uninspired I crossed them out 
with large summation symbols. I had nothing fresh, nothing new or inspired.  

For the two weeks after Hayes’ football lost in the regional finals I couldn’t raise my left arm. Kyle 
had taken to my arm like a tsunami to a chicken coop. I missed that. My body ached without any 
aching. 

“Cam?” Bryan asks. 

“Yeah?” 

“Dude, what’s your plan? You know Turner’s gonna hunt you.” 

“Yeah?” 

“Yeah man. Get home. Skip whatever fucking club you do today.” 

I had Quiz Bowl today. I had extra-curriculars everyday of the week. It gave me a reason to stay. 
“I love your ambition young man,” my mother had said. I just needed to get hurt. 

“Can’t do it man. State Bowl’s next week. Guess I’ll hide.” 

“Yeah, good luck” he laughs. “I gotta run. Krepowlski’s been a crusty cunt about tardies and I 
think if I show up early enough she’d damn near clit herself.” 

 

I come to Hayes the next morning to the football team’s Welcome Back party. Kyle Turner is in 
the middle of a huddle jumping around and fistbumping the linebackers and smiling. He’s got a 
tattoo on his right arm that must be new because I haven’t seen it.  

Sophomore year, Kyle tattooed my left pectoral with his fist. A few popped blood vessels turned 
blueberry purple. 

At lunch Bryan asks me if I’ve seen him because he’s bigger than he’d been. I tell him I haven’t. 
“You shoulda seen him and those football guys man, jumping around, looked like a scene from 
True Life: I’m a Fucking Moron, Watch Me Dance.” 

“Well, that’s nothing new,” I say. 

“Yeah, but Cam, man, he’s got lighthouses comin’ outta those shoulders.” 

Lighthouses? I think to myself and smirk. How perfectly fucking literary—I’ve always loved 
lighthouses.  

By the end of the school day, through the classes and through lunch and the sour twirling winter 
wind we played tennis through in gym, my hands are itching to write. My knuckles crackle with 
fantasy and the weight of a pen in my hand. I can picture myself at Kyle’s feet with my eyes 



watering and my hands pushing in the bruises on the bones that he hit. I see this and I can’t help 
but cringe out of physical necessity. I know it’s not right to want this. 

I wait for him on the same bench outside the school and read Saul Bellow, trying to contain 
anticipation. The day is cold and tough to sit in. The signs of winter rest around me, resting 
simply. My abdomen begins to ache. It’s not a hunger and it’s almost not describable, but anyone 
that’s ever had a fist wrung through the knots of the stomach, the points of the knuckles buried 
deep through the lining, knows the feeling. All day it had been anticipation, wanting so badly to 
have that drive I had once not so long ago, and now as the minutes until our standard crossing 
time dwindle, I am cringing everywhere but the eyes. Usually the dead giveaways, the eyes are 
the first part of the body to show pain. Mine are wide open and fixed on the school’s front door. 

And like an alarm clock, like any good hero of punctuality, Kyle Turner walks out the front doors 
toward me. His jaw is set tight; those lighthouse arms swing slowly, strong enough to divide the 
winter still. Behind him, the school looks empty, the walls inside still newly blue. Had Kyle 
Turner noticed the blue walls? They were a dark grassy green when he left and I wonder if he 
was astute enough to notice them today. If the first thing he’d wondered about upon return had 
been color-related. Had he ever really documented the walls properly? Had anyone? 

“Cameron Frank,” he says. Strange, I think, no faggot, no pussy. No knuckles cracking, not a 
neck tensed, an eyebrow flexed. No sense of sordid, angry steam. He has just the same breath 
that expanded in order to just fall. “We need to talk.” 

The first time Kyle Turner told me we needed to talk he choked me long enough to wonder if I’d 
ever be able talk again. 

But today I am fearless in pursuit, stubborn in a mission. I let my backpack slide off my back and 
drop my book, clutch my lungs together to flex my stomach muscles, produce a long exhale. This 
is my automatic preparation. 

“I want to apologize to you,” Kyle says. “I want us to be right.” 

I want to scream it. Apologize? Are you fucking kidding me? You want us to be right? No. No, 
this can’t be. Your fists are my pens, Kyle! 

“Kyle,” I say, “it’s okay, we’re fine.” 

“Listen. I’ve gone through some therapy. Anger management type stuff. It really helped me out. 
And they told me you would say everything’s fine. Told me you’d say it because you’re scared of 
me beating you up and all. Well, I’m not going to touch you. And I need to apologize for all the 
horrible things I’ve done.” 

God damn it. 

 And then I see that it. On the underside of his right wrist Kyle Turner has “Tranquility” tattooed 
in calligraphy. God damn it again. Since when does drug rehab and anger management turn high 
school jocks into fairies? Tranquility? Did he take therapy with Timothy Leary? Tranquility? I 
need a fucking war, Kyle! 



“I’m not mad at you,” I say. 

“You are mad at me. Maybe you just don’t realize it, but it’s inside of you, Cameron. You are 
angry with me and will be until you accept my apology.” 

God damn it, again. 

I’m nearly speechless at this point. How do you convince a paradigm-shifted bully to revert back 
to his old way? How do you ask a man to be less Jesus and more Attila? Less Candide and more 
Caliban? How do you convince a man to break you up like an icepack?  

I panic. “You’re really going to apologize,” I say, swallowing hard, “you goddamn pussy.” 

“What?” he asks and stares at me as if I just told him I had videos of his grandmother undressing 
—horrendously confused and mad. “Cameron, I’m trying to be the good guy here. You know, 
trying to get you to forgive me.” 

“Kyle, you’ve done nothing to be forgiven for. Unless you don’t hit me right now. Do it.” 

“No.” 

“I’ll tell the football team that I called you a pussy and you walked away.” 

He still looks shocked and he takes a few breaths and shuffle some snow from the middle of his 
feet over his right foot with his left. “If you need to do that, Cameron, then do it. But I’m going to 
quit football tomorrow.” 

And as if I gave a shit all, as if it would affect my life in some inch of a way, I ask concernedly, 
“You’re quitting football?” 

“Yeah. Truth is, I’ve been reading a lot lately and would really like to have some time to write my 
own thoughts out. I got a lot to say, you know, that I’ve had to keep inside of me for so long 
because I was on that team and with those guys.” 

He moves some more snow over and starts to turn away. “Listen I gotta go,” he says, “I hope you 
will forgive me. And he walks away without a word more or a gesture.  

After a few steps, Kyle Turner stops and looks back, “A 14th century Dalai Lama once said, ‘if you 
wish to experience peace, provide peace for another.” 

Fuck this, I think to myself. The old Kyle Turner would have given a 14th century Dalai Lama a 
right cross and a kick to the sternum. Where had he gone, I ask myself, watching the new Kyle 
walk away without a fucking sound, save the soft thumps and pads of his steps through a patchy 
lining of snow. 

I feel a hand on my back. It’s Bryan, out of breath and keeled over, slightly. In the distance, a 
group of girls are running in stride and their breaths make clouds in unison with each other. The 
precipitous clouds above hang low and the day is extraordinarily white, even for the Midwestern 
winter. 



“Pussy,” he yells at the vanishing image of Kyle Turner. 

 “Dude,” he says, catching his breath, “did you just tell Kyle Turner to fuck off? I saw you yelling 
at him. And did he actually just walk away like that?” 

I don’t tell him anything. Not that Kyle had been more Gandhi than Goliath, not that I wanted 
Kyle Turner to wallow on me like the old days, and not that my muse had walked away from me 
like that.  

I am stunned enough to not speak. I think about walking away like Kyle. Think of leaving my 
best friend and this acrimonious cold. I think about how Kyle changed in those seven months, 
from full-on sadism to apologetic tranquility. How he shed his former self and I went nowhere. 
How he has everything I have ever wanted.  

Kyle Turner has a whole story he can tell, beginning to end. And me? I don’t have a single 
goddamn new word worth a damn. 

Standing here, now, I have nothing on a frosted winter day save a perverted, quixotic hero and 
the awful prophecy of thousands of blank pages facing me like walls.  

“It’s cold as nun’s puss out here,” Bryan says to himself, breaking the silence. “Let’s get home, 
Cam. I gotta hear about what you told Turner.” 

I look at him and his puny frames, his untoned arms and his skin that snugs close to the bone like 
wrapping paper.  

“Punch me, Bryan,” I demand. It wouldn’t be anything near Kyle, but I needed something. 

“What?” 

“Punch me. Just in the stomach. As hard as you can.” 

“No.” 

“C’mon man.” 

“No.” 

“If you don’t hit me I’ll tell Leo Cohen about the time you jerked off into that yamaica he wears.” 

“Really Cam?” He asks. “Don’t be a fucking douche, you know Leo’s mom’ll call my mom. I don’t 
want to have to deal with that shit.” 

“Hit me then.” 

“I’m not gonna hit you, man. Fuck that.” 

“Come on.” 

“You’re my best friend. And you’re being insane.” 



“If you were my best friend, you’d hit me. I’m not sure you realize just how serious I’m being. I’m 
aplomb.” 

“You’re a plum?” What the fuck does that even mean? Stop being an idiot, Cam. Kyle left, let’s go 
home.” 

“No, Bryan, I’m aplomb, a-p-l-o-m-b. It means I’m self-assured and confident. Serious. Lay a 
fucking hook on me, I’m sure it won’t hurt as bad as Kyle’s.” 

I put my fists up, as if to block something coming, as if I myself may reach out and hit Bryan.  

“Why? Why the hell do you need me to hit you?” 

“I just do, Bryan. I need it for myself. Be a good friend.” 

“A good friend would never ask me to do something like this, you sound like a goddamn heroin 
addict.” 

“Fuck you man,” I say and spit on the ground and watch it dissolve. “You’re pathetic and I can’t 
handle it. You talk all day about these girls and you’ve never had sex. Not even close. You’ve never 
done anything. You’re a kid, Bryan. I’m asking you to be a man for once in your life and you can’t 
even do that. Go find Heather Burlington and tell her you’re too much of a pussy to throw a 
single punch, that you won’t even defend your honor, because quite frankly, at this point Bryan 
I’m calling you a big stinking vagina.” 

I had never called Bryan out on the girl thing before. It had always been the running joke that 
everyone kept silent to keep it going. I never though he’d care too much when I finally did bring it 
up. But, now, Bryan Macointer is livid. He draws back and punches me. 

He may have missed, I can’t be sure, but the punch lands without a thud or pop. It sort of gets to 
the bridge of my nose and stops without noticing it really does, as if my face punched it back to a 
perfect stalemate. It could not have been less painful. And then Bryan leaves, his eyes focused on 
mine, his right hand open and shaking on his side.  

“Have fun with Kyle Turner,” he says and turns his slow walk into a jog, twisting away from me. 

In the snow, there’s a small hole where my spit had gone through. There are footprints that I 
stand in still and ones that Bryan had made. There are bigger ones where Kyle had been earlier, 
but these are brushed over with snow and aren’t completely vacant spots like ours. I spit again, 
this time aiming into the print of Bryan’s left shoe and it lands there and sits. 

It takes me a moment of simply standing to realize I have now lost both my muses. I know that 
Bryan will be back tomorrow, although bitter, and our jokes will never be quite the same. I have 
no idea where Kyle Turner will be, but I know that he’ll most likely be useless in the way I need 
him.  

But, the strangest part of standing in this snow, is that my body still aches. It never stopped. I 
had trembled before Kyle and he had left so fast and Bryan had come that it never realized it 



wouldn’t be pummeled. Or maybe it still expected it. Still, now, with no one around me, my ribs 
quiver and abs tremble. My eyes are ready to cringe. I am feeling the resonating emptiness of 
abandonment, I realize. It is consuming my physical self and I want to do nothing but crumble 
down into the snow, into the footprints and lie there. Act as though I’d been hit, and clutch my 
body tightly. I want to do this and go home and write down everything I can remember about it.  

But, I feel cheated. Like I did nothing for this pain, that I didn’t deserve it.  

I pick my copy of my book up off the ground. It is covered with snow and wet at the edges from 
its melting. Nevertheless, it is full of words, dark and clear. I worry how they came to find their 
pages. 

— 

 

 

 


